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The NASA Digital Astronaut Project (DAP), in collaboration with subject matter experts, 

implements well-vetted computational models to predict and assess spaceflight health and 

performance risks, and to enhance countermeasure development. The DAP is currently 

integrating biomechanical modules of specific exercise movements with dynamic modules of 

spaceflight exercise devices on which the exercises were performed. By comparing the results 

of the integrated modules to the results of the biomechanical module alone, it is possible to 

gain insight into the effects of the human-device interaction, adjustments to posture and 

device loading on outcomes, namely forces and torques at specific anatomical sites. The 

results of these simulations can also be used to gain insight into  the minimum amount of 

exercise and exercise equipment required to maintain bone and muscle health, as well as 

prescribing subject specific exercise protocols. 

The focus of this paper is provide an overview of the high fidelity biomechanical models 

that were developed for resistive exercise performance analysis on the Advanced Resistive 

Exercise Device (ARED) used onboard the International Space Station (ISS). To date, we 

have developed biomechanical modules for squat and deadlift exercises using LifeMOD™ 

(Life Modeler, Inc., San Clemente, CA) and integrated them with a multibody dynamics 

module of the ARED, which was developed using Adams™ (MSC Software, Inc., Santa Ana, 

CA). We will describe the integration process, analysis methods, preliminary results and 

validation activities. Finally, we will describe ongoing and future work that involves other 

exercise movements and compact exercise devices for Exploration class missions on the 

Multi-purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV). 
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Nomenclature 

1g = Earth gravity 

ADM-i = ARED Deadlift Model-Integrated 

AEC = Advanced Exercise Concepts 

ARED = Advanced Resistive Exercise Device 

ASM-i = ARED Squat Model-Integrated 

ASM-im = ARED Squat Model-Integrated with Muscles 

CSA = Cross-Sectional Area 

DAP = Digital Astronaut Project 

 

GRF = Ground Reaction Force  

ISS = International Space Station 

MPCV = Multi-purpose Crew Vehicle 

PD = Proportional Derivative 

V&V = Verification and Validation 

VIS = Vibration Isolation System 

μg = Microgravity 

I. Introduction 

OFTWARE models of resistance exercise are  useful tools to 

understand human exercise biomechanics and are especially 

useful when the desired information is either difficult or 

impossible to obtain otherwise. For example, biomechanical 

models can provide information such as joint torques and muscle 

forces, which are not easy to measure without an in-vivo sensor at 

the joint or muscle. Typical biomechanical measures such as 

exercise kinematics and reaction forces can also be difficult to 

obtain on the International Space Station (ISS) or future spacecraft 

like the Multi-purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) due to hardware and 

expense constraints. Moreover, the microgravity environment 

influences both how exercise loads are applied to the body, as well 

as exercise kinematics when compared with exercises on the 

ground [1, 2]. Therefore, computational modeling can be useful to 

simulate exercise in microgravity conditions to investigate the 

nature and magnitude of these differences, and to explore methods 

for improving the benefits of exercise on muscle and bone.  

The resistance exercise device currently used by the crew on 

the ISS is the Advanced Resistive Exercise Device (ARED). The 

Digital Astronaut Project (DAP) developed a high fidelity 

computational model of the ARED that accounts for the effects of 

the 3-degree of freedom Vibration Isolation System (VIS) and its 

one-way air pistons, inertial/mass properties, non-linear joint 

friction, dynamics of the vacuum cylinders, mechanical gearing,  

and custom joint movements (Figure 1) [3]. The VIS is designed to 

minimize forces being imparted on the space station structure. 

Vibration isolation is important both to sustain the structural 

integrity of the ISS, as well as to minimize vibrations in the ISS 

laboratory facilities to preserve the high quality microgravity 

environment necessary for many flight experiments. The VIS 

works by allowing the entire ARED to “float” in 3-degrees of 

freedom (x-rotation, y-translation, and z-translation), i.e., the 

greatest force and moment producing directions during astronaut 

exercise. In each of the isolation directions, the ARED floats 

between opposing springs and dash-pot dampers.  The spring and 

damping rates are tuned to attenuate force transmission, also known as transmissibility. 

In conjunction with the ARED model development, the Exercise Physiology Countermeasures Laboratory at 

NASA Johson Space Center (JSC) developed stand-alone human biomechanical models of performance of several 

ARED exercises (Figure 2) [4]. This paper provides an overview of the work done to integrate the joint torque 

driven deadlift and squat modules, and the muscle force-driven squat module with the ARED module. In their 

integrated form, the three models are referred to as the ARED Deadlift Model-Integrated (ADM-i), ARED Squat 

Model-Integrated (ASM-i) and ARED Squat Model-Integrated with Muscles (ASM-im) [5, 6]. 

S 

 
Figure 1. High fidelity dynamics module of 

the ARED. VIS  developed using MSC 

Adams™. 

 
Figure 2. Stand-alone biomechanics models 

of squat, deadlift and single-leg squat 

exercises developed using LifeMOD™. 
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The ADM-i and ASM-i are forward dynamics models driven by joint torques that overcome exercise loads 

provided by the ARED model. The ASM-im, on the other hand, is a forward dynamics model where active muscle 

actuators primarily drive the exercise movement in the lower 

body and joint torques in the upper body to overcome exercise 

loads provided by the ARED model.  Section II summarizes the 

steps used to develop, merge, and simulate the deadlift and squat 

exercises with the ARED in Earth gravity (1g). Section III 

presents some of the kinematic and kinetic model results, and a 

description of the verification and validation (V&V) performed 

to assess the credibility of the models for exercise analyses in 1g 

and microgravity (μg). Section IV outlines forward work 

required to advance the models’ fidelity and additional work we 

are pursuing to model and simulate advanced exercise concepts 

that may be used during Exploration class missions aboard the 

MPCV. 

II. Model Development and Integration Methods 

A male subject, who was an experienced ARED lifter and regular exerciser, performed deadlift and squat 

exercises on the ground ARED at JSC during motion capture and GRF data  collection. An Astronaut Strength, 

Conditioning and Rehabilitation (ASCR) representative  monitored the quality of each repetition.  Exercise 

physiologists recorded the subject’s weight and anthropometric measurments for the purpose of building a subject-

specific model. Magnetic resonance imaging of lower body muscles provided cross sectional areas of muscles. The 

exercise data and subject information used to develop the exercise models are summarized in Table 1. 

Data collected during exercise included the ARED bar position settings, exercise load, GRF and motion capture 

data.  Two 40x60cm quartz crystal piezoelectric force plates [Model 9261, Kistler Instruments AG], one under each 

foot, collected GRF data at 1000 Hz. A BTS Bioengineering motion capture system (BTS SMART-D) collected 

motion data using a 39 count Plug-in-Gait marker set [7].  The 

motion capture system sampled data at 250 Hz using twelve cameras 

strategically positioned to cover the entire exercise volume and all of 

the subject’s reflective motion markers. The motion capture system 

also synchronized the GRF collection with motion marker position 

data.  

 To prepare the data for developing the LifeMOD™ 

biomechanics models, the raw motion capture data were post-

processed using the BTS Smart Tracker software, manual inspection, 

and a Challis filtering technique. The motion capture data were then 

formatted into an ASCII file that is recognized by LifeMOD
TM

 

(‘.slf’). Markers on the ARED provided a coordinate reference for 

integrating the biomechanical model. Translations and rotations were 

required to align the coordinate systems of the ARED module with 

the skeletal module. Next, a representation of a Kistler force plate 

under each foot of the body accounted for the vertical offset between 

the ARED platform and the subject’s feet caused by the force plates 

during data collection. Motion markers, imported as 3-D motion 

agents, influenced the motion of the skeleton with a spring force 

anchored to appropriate landmarks on the modeled body segments. 

Equilibrium analysis established initial position and posture of the 

body with the minimum energy configuration across all motion 

marker attachment springs [8]. In addition, each motion marker 

attachment spring included a weighting factor that can weaken or 

strengthen that spring’s contribution to the energy minimization 

equation. Equilibrium iterations concluded when the model passed a 

visual inspection in terms of feet flush with the force plate surface, 

correct spinal alignment, anticipated joint rotations and correct 

placement of the hands relative to the anticipated location of the bar. 

 
Figure 3. General workflow used to 

develop the biomechanics modules and 

integrate them with the ARED module  

to create   ADM-i, ASM-i and ASM-im 

models. 

Table 1. - Exercise and subject data used to 

develop the subject specific exercise models. 

Exercise 

 Deadlift Squat 

Load Lifted (lbs) 275 190 

Repetition Max (RM) 1 10 

Number of Reps Modeled 1 1 

Subject 

Gender Male 

Height (cm) 183 (90th percentile) 

Mass (kg) 76 (75th percentile) 
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In some cases the model required a change in posture, joint stiffness, or marker weighting to pass the equilibrium 

phase of analysis. Once equilibrium analysis was complete, inverse dynamic analysis was performed to  define 

exercise kinematics.  Figure 3 illustrates the work flow for the three integrated exercise models . However, as 

described in subsections A through C below, unique optimizations were necessary in the integration process to 

accommodate the specific features of the three biomechanics modules. Contact interfaces for the model included 

LifeMOD™’s default 11-ellipsoid foot configuration in contact with the force plate plane and grip forces 

represented by a spring-damper force between each hand and the ARED bar. 

A. ARED Deadlift Model-Integrated (ADM-i) 

For the deadlift, the biomechanics model underwent joint training 

without the ARED to generate the exercise movement via the motion 

agents with respect to the body-origin-reference marker. Due to some 

anomalous behavior of the ankles, robust integrator settings and multiple 

simulations were required to appropriately adjust the weight of some 

motion agents, especially at the feet, to replicate reasonable model 

movement. With motion agent weighting completed, the inverse dynamics 

results trained the passive joints for the forward dynamics model by 

recording the joint rotation histories in response to the body movement. 

A forward dynamic deadlift simulation with integration of the ARED 

helped verify model settings. MoCAP data directed the passive joints with 

angle motion history for the deadlift exercise defining kinematics.  Once 

kinematics were determined, the passive joints were replaced with 

proportional-derivative (PD) controlled servo joints and a tracker that 

allowed form stabilization at the pelvis. The PD-controlled joints were 

responsible for driving the forward dynamics of the model by adjusting 

joint torques, while maintaining or closing the control loop on the inverse 

kinematic angular trajectories. Once the kinematics from the forward and 

inverse simulations had minimal difference in angle history, the calculated  

GRF from the forward dynamics simulation were compared to actual GRF 

data. If the model’s GRF were close in magnitude and phase of  the actual GRF collected in the lab in terms of, the 

forward dynamics without ARED was considered  verified.    

Following this, the  ARED model was pre-positioned in Adams™ to set the initial conditions of the bar location 

and load setting. The model was then exported from Adams™ and imported into LifeMOD™ where it aligned with 

the aforementioned reference origin marker to facilitate the model merging process. 

Once both models aligned with the same coordinate system, grip forces were created between contact points on 

the model’s hands and the ARED exercise bar. Mechanical stiffness, damping, and maximum grip strength 

parameters were assigned to the grip force. The grip force attracts the bar to follow the hands as the biomechanical 

model performs the exercise motion. The mechanical stiffness, damping, 

and maximum grip strength of the grip forces were modified with a step 

function to ramp up the force on the bar gradually to provide a better 

match with the actual GRF. 

With the two models fully merged, multiple iterations of the forward 

dynamics simulations occurred to converge on the final model. A close 

match between the model derived GRF and actual GRF was the principal 

criteria for verifying the integrated model, given that kinematic 

differences were also minimized. 

B. ARED Squat Model-Integrated (ASM-i) 

The squat model represents a much more highly constrained set of 

boundary conditions than the deadlift due to the three grip forces at the 

bar. Consequently, the process used to develop the ADM-i did not work. 

Therefore, with the recommendation of the LifeMOD™ technical support 

[9], the body and the ARED integration occurred immediately after the 

equilibrium analysis was complete. Once integrated, a total of five 

physical contact points were created located at the feet, hands and the 

upper back.  

 
Figure 4. Joint torque driven ARED 

Deadlift Model-Integrated (ADM-i) 

developed using LifeMOD™. 

 
Figure 5. Joint torque driven ARED 

Squat Model-Integrated (ASM-i) 

developed using LifeMOD™. 
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For the two feet, a contact plane represented the modeled surface of the Kistler force plate and the lowest point 

of all eleven ellipsoids of each foot aligned with the plane. For the two hands, grip force elements represented 

contact points between the model’s hands and the ARED exercise bar (pink spheres in Figure 5). Grip forces 

generate a rotational and translational radius of attraction between two contact points similar to a magnet. 

Mechanical stiffness, damping, and maximum grip strength parameters are assigned to the grip force. The grip force 

attracts the bar to follow the hands as the biomechanical model performs the exercise motion. Unlike for the deadlift 

exercise, the hand grip forces required no ramping for the squat as the hands do not lie in the primary load path, but 

rather merely stabilize the subject relative to the bar. In addition to the hands, the resting point of the bar on the 

subject’s upper back was also modeled as a grip force between the bar center of mass and the upper torso. Finally, 

once full integration at all contact points was complete, the inverse and forward dynamics analyses occurred with 

the ARED attached to the skeletal body. 

C. ARED Squat Model-Integrated (ASM-i) 

The muscle driven squat exercise model integrated with the ARED 

using the same general process as for the ASM-i model. However, there 

were some additional steps to incorporate muscles in the lower body of 

the biomechanics model. 

Soft tissue trainable muscle actuators drove the model’s leg motion 

using LifeMOD™’s simple 45-muscle set for each leg.  The cross-

sectional area (CSA) of each leg muscle closely matched the CSA values 

acquired from MRI measurements of the subject’s anatomy. In addition to 

the muscle actuators, trainable joints were incorporated to both the lower 

and upper body. Following this, the muscle and joint actuators drove  an 

inverse dynamics analysis to record the joint angles and muscle length 

history while motion agents manipulated the model. In doing so, the 

required gains for the leg servo joints were drastically reduced to 10
-3

 so 

that the muscles accounted for almost all of the actuation. Joint torques 

produced by the upper body servos were negligible (<0.3 N-mm) in all 

cases except the hip torques in the transverse plane, which produced 15-

20 N-m of peak torque, but only for the first 0.15 seconds of the 

movement. This is best explained by the hybrid nature of the model and 

the lack of any musculature above the pelvis (i.e., the upper body 

actuators are servo joints, while the lower body actuators are muscles).  The trainable joints remained in the lower 

body, because the simulation failed without this initial transverse hip joint torque actuation. Given that muscles were 

not added to the upper body, the joints in the upper body required much higher gains, similar to what was used for 

the ASM-i, so that the torso could support the load. 

Further efforts investigated the effect of varying the closed-loop global muscle gains (proportional, integral and 

derivative). Due to the very high number of muscles, individual muscle gains were not uniquely varied, nor were the 

maximum tension and tone parameters for this study. 

An iterative process varied the gains on individual joints and globally on all muscles to evaluate outputs (joint 

errors, torques, forces, muscle tensions, muscle activation levels and muscle lengths and GRF’s). Once forward and 

inverse simulations were in good kinematic agreement, and the predicted GRF results from the forward dynamics 

simulation compared favorably to actual GRF data (i.e., similar in curve shape and magnitude within 10 to 20%), the 

forward dynamic analysis was complete. 

III. Model Results 

As the DAP develops models to inform exercise physiology research, which in turn influences the exercise 

countermeasure prescription for astronauts, the models require continuous and rigorous assessment for V&V and 

credibility per NASA-STD-7009 to ensure that they provide the necessary predictive capabilities [10].  In doing so, 

the DAP works very closely with the end-user subject matter experts (i.e., NASA exercise physiologists) to define 

the required performance thresholds and evaluation criteria. The current V&V and credibility assessment scores 

under 1g conditions are 2.1 for both the ADM-i and ASM-i models and 1.9 for the ASM-im model, out of the 

minimum required score threshold of 2.6 identified by NASA exercise physiologists. The maximum score 

achievable per NASA-STD-7009 is 4.0 to indicate an identical representation of the real-world-system of interest 

and the methods used to develop the model are of the highest standard possible. Therefore, the ~2.0 out of 4.0 scores 

 
Figure 6. ARED Squat Model-

Integrated with Muscles (ASM-im) 
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achieved for the three models can be viewed as a summary of the models’ capability to represent the exercise 

movements with a low-to-medium levels of fidelity in 1g conditions. However, given that the current credibility 

scores are not below 1.0 point the customer defined threshold (2.6), the models may still be used for exercise 

physiology research with some caution for 1g analyses. Although not recommended for use for microgravity 

simulations at this point, they may also be used with extreme caution under direct guidance of subject matter experts 

in M&S and analysis of spaceflight exercise physiology and biomechanics [10]. More work is underway to further 

validate and enhance the fidelity of the models for µg simulations, as well as to meet the threshlold performance 

requirements for 1g conditions. This section will present some of the results of the V&V activities carried out to 

provide insight on the overall capabilities of the models. The kinematics and kinetics of the models will be validated 

for μg simulations using currently available on-orbit videos and future motion capture and GRF data of 

crewmembers exercising on the ARED. We will also publish the methodologies that the DAP uses for applying 

NASA-STD-7009 for verification, validation and credibility assessment of biomedical models. The standard and its 

implementation guide are publically available from NASA’s Standards and Technical Assistance Resource Tool 

website [10, 11]. However, it should be noted that, in accordance to NASA’s and ASME standards, verification and 

validation are defined as follows. 

 

Verification: The process of determining that a computational model accurately represents the underlying 

mathematical model and its solution from the perspective of the intended uses of M&S. This is typically done by 

testing the conceptual, mathematical or computational models to assess if expected results can be produced (e.g. 

collected GRF and kinematics). 

 

Validation: The process of determining the degree to which a model or a simulation is an accurate representation 

of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model or the simulation. This is typically done by 

via qualitative or quantitative comparison of the M&S results against acceptable referent data that has not been used 

to develop the model. This can can be comparison with either experimental data or M&S results of similar problems, 

as well as direct comparison with the real world system. 

A. ADM-i  Results 

Predicted normal GRF was in reasonable agreement with the actual GRF. The difference between predicted and 

actual GRF within the steady state portion of the GRF profile remained mostly within ± 20%. Some higher  

inaccuracies occurred at the onset and offset transient periods of the exercise, as well as at the middle of the 

movement when the subject is standing up. The amount of kinematic error between the forward dynamic model 

predictions and the actual kinematics did not exceed 1.5 degrees, the largest being in the hip sagittal plane. 

However, 1.5 degrees error is considered to be acceptable. In general the model predicts the expected kinematics 

and GRF quite well. Figure 7 shows comparison of the normal GRF and the hip kinematic errors.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. GRF and kinematic verification for the ADM-i: (a) normal GRF profiles for the left foot, right foot, 

and sum of left plus right foot (dotted lines represent the model data); and  (b) Hip angle error/differences 

between those predicted by forward dynamics simulation and those derived from inverse simulation for the 

left and right leg (dotted lines indicate the left leg) [5]. 
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Qualitative model validation compared a very limited body of literature values of joint torque at discrete time 

points during a deadlift with ADM-i predictions [12, 13].The time points consist of liftoff (LO) defined as the 

moment the barbell leaves the floor, knee passing (KP) defined as the point at which the bar passes the knee, and lift 

complete (LC) defined as the point when the exerciser's position is upright, shoulders back, with knees and hips 

extended at steady state. Environmental forces were the aggregate of exercise load and segment weight at segment 

center of mass, which was estimated from anthropometric measures. Quasi-static models determined kinetics, 

assuming accelerations of segments and bar were low during a 1RM effort [12, 14].  Positive torques signify hip 

flexion, knee extension, and ankle dorsiflexion moments. Hip extension, knee flexion and ankle plantar flexion 

appear as negative torques. Figure 8a shows a comparison of the model output with mean joint torques in the sagittal 

plane from 20 subjects performing a conventional deadlift at the 1999 Special Olympics World Games that included 

both high and low-skilled power lifters [13]. Figure 8b  shows mean joint torques in the sagittal plane from 12 

subjects competing in the National Power Lifting Masters Championship sanctioned and regulated by the American 

Drug Free Powerlifting Association [12]. As it can be seen, the model predictions of the joint kinetics compare 

favorably in terms of profile, even though magnitudes are somewhat larger amongst these experienced competitive 

lifters. The larger torque magnitudes in the literature are believed to be partly due to the higher loads the athletes are 

lifting (mean loads of 302 and 488 lb) compared to the 275 lb lift the ADM-i was modeled after. In addition, the 

literature shows that bar displacement has significant impact on differences in moment arms across all joints, which 

in turn has a direct effect on joint torque differences. Therefore, it is believed that the restricted motion of the bar 

path on the ARED likely contributed to the torque differences shown in Figure 8.  Trunk kinetics for the model are 

available [5], but not for the powerlifters. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. ADM-i sagittal plane joint torques compared with calculated torques (circular markers) from 

participants in the (a) 1999 Special Olympics World Games (also denoted by *) [13].  Mean bar load was 

137.8 +/-49.3 kg (302 lbf +/-108 lbf); and  (b) National Power Lifting Masters Championship sanctioned by 

ADFPA [12]. Mean bar load 221.6 +/-33.8 kg (488.5 lbf +/-74.5 lbf) [5]. 

 

Given the various assumptions of similar data collection, modeling, and similarity of the subject in our study to 

competitive lifters, our predictions of joint torques are in qualitative agreement with data from literature. It is also 

important to note that, according to our literature survey, [12] and [13] are the only sources that report calculated 

joint torques during a deadlift exercise. Consequently, until we are able to process the additional ground data we’ve 

collected and we have on-orbit kinematics and kinetics data, the results reported by these two papers provide the 

first level of validation to give confidence that the general trends observed for joint torques are in the correct 

trajectories. 

B. ADM-i  Results 

Figure 9a shows a good overall agreement between the model-predicted GRF with the actual collected GRF, 

with some minor discrepancies. In the steady state portion of the motion, the model predicts the GRF fairly well 

staying within a +10% error band for most of this portion of the exercise. The exercise movement onset and offset 

transient periods indicate somewhat higher levels of inaccuracy than the descent, bottoming and ascent periods. At 

the middle of the movement, when the subject is deepest into the squat, there is a peak in GRF for both the model 

and the actual GRF as the downward momentum is stopped and then reversed to begin the ascent period.  

 The amount of kinematic error between the forward dynamic model predictions and the actual kinematics did not 

exceed 1.25 degrees, which is considered to be a very small difference. The largest errors are observed in the lumbar 
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joint in both the sagittal and transverse planes. Figure 9 shows the verification of the normal GRF and the hip 

kinematic errors as examples of how well the ASM-i predicts the expected outcome.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Example of GRF and kinematic verification for the ASM-i: (a) normal GRF profiles for the left 

foot, right foot, and sum of left plus right foot (dotted lines represent the model data); and  (b) Hip angle 

error/differences between the predicted from forward dynamics simulation and derived from inverse 

simulation for the left and right leg [6]. 

Qualitative ASM-i validation compared model results with literature results for sagittal knee and hip angles for 

submaximal squats [15, 16]. As can be seen in Figure 10, the sagittal hip angle values predicted by the ASM-i are 

consistent with the values presented in the literature. In comparing the peak knee angle with literature, the model 

produces a peak angle of 120
o

, while the literature data shows 105.5
o
+6.6

 o
. This  difference is due to the fact that the 

ASM-i subject squatted slightly beyond parallel, resulting in somewhat deeper knee flexion, while the subjects in the 

literature squatted to parallel. In addition, both Gullett et al. [17] and Bentley et al. [15] report a peak moment in the 

knee for submaximal loads with a squat depth to parallel of 1.2 N-m/kg. When normalized to the subject’s body 

mass and corrected for differences in joint angle definition, the ASM-i indicates a peak knee torque of 1.3 N-m/kg, 

which is consistent with a squat depth beyond parallel. The GRF results were also compared with those reported by 

Bentley [15], and were found to be in good agreement (Figure 10b and d).  Discrepancies at the beginning and the 

end of the simulation may be related to the intial conditions of the model components (both biomechanical and the 

ARED) and boundary conditions at the contact interfaces.  Additionally, the squat configuration is highly 

constrained (relative to the deadlift) due to contact interfaces at both ends of the body throughout the lift. 

C. ASM-im Results 

Figure 11a shows an overall good agreement between the model-predicted GRF with the actual collected GRF 

with some minor discrepancies. With the exception of the very beginning of the movement where there is a contact 

problem with the left foot, less than +10% difference is observed between the normal force from the model and 

actual GRF. The exercise movement onset and offset transient periods indicate somewhat higher levels of 

inaccuracy than the descent, bottoming, and ascent periods. At the middle of the movement, when the subject is 

deepest into the squat, there is a peak in GRF for both the model and the actual GRF as the downward momentum is 

stopped and then reversed to begin the ascent period. 

Figure 11b illustrate the hip joint angle errors, which are well below 2.5
o
, and the largest angle errors observed 

throughout the model do not exceed +3.0
o
, which occur at the knee and ankle joints in the sagittal and transverse 

planes. In general the kinematic errors are fairly small, and the model predicts the joint angle kinematics quite well 

in the hip, knee ankle and torso, especially during the most crucial middle portion of the lift. 

When validated qualitatively against hip and knee angle data reported by Bentley et al. [15]  for submaximal 

squats, the model results were consistent with the literature data with the exception that these subjects squatted to 

parallel, whereas the ASM-im subject squatted slightly beyond parallel, resulting in somewhat deeper knee flexion 

(to 120
o
) in the latter case (Figure 12a). The GRF results also compared with good agreement with those reported by 

Bentley et al. [15] (Figure 10c). Finally, the calculated aggregate muscle tensions for four muscles of the quadriceps 

femoris muscle group (Figure 12b) compare reasonably well with the the profile shape of the EMG results reported 

by Bentley et al. [15] (Figure 12c). However, the asymmetry in the decent and ascent is not captured fully captured 

by the model. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 10. Hip movement angles (a, dotted lines represent the model data) and GRF (b, dotted lines 

represent the left foot) during a squat produced by ASM-i compared with literature during sub maximal 

squat (c) [15]. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11. Example of GRF and kinematic verification for the ASM-im: (a) normal GRF profiles for the left 

foot, right foot, and sum of left plus right foot; and  (b) Hip angle error/differences between the predicted 

from forward dynamics simulation and derived from inverse simulation for the left and right leg [6]. 

 

 Verification and validation activities for the models were in accordance with the NASA standard for modeling 

and simulation [10].  Model credibility scores were 2.1 for both the ADM-i and ASM-i models and 1.9 for the ASM-

im model, out of the minimum required score threshold of 2.6 identified by the end-user. More work is underway to 

further validate and enhance the fidelity of the models for µg simulations, as well as to meet the threshlold 

performance requirements for 1g conditions. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b)  

                (c) 

Figure 12. Hip movement angles (a) and aggregate quadriceps muscle tension (b) during a squat produced by 

ASM-im compared with literature results of hip movement angles and total EMG activation of the 

quadriceps femoris during sub maximal squat (c) [15].  

IV. Forward Work 

The ADM-i model still requires muscle actuators to investigate muscle activation patterns and force profiles and 

to quantify forces on the bone during deadlift exercise. Additionally, plans are underway to report on predicted 

center of pressures at the feet versus measured, develop and integrate models for single-leg squat and heel-raise 

exercises.  Plans for the ASM-im include isolating the contributions of the individual muscles comprising the 

quadriceps femoris, hamstring and triceps surae muscle groups, as well as including the relative loading profiles of 

agonist/antagonist muscle groups in future sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.  To date, we have adjusted global 

muscle gain parameters, not individual ones, and this limits the model’s ability to accurately estimate the 

contributions of individual muscles within muscle groups.   

We also plan to raise the credibility scores of all three models per NASA standards [10] in the operational 

environment.  Therefore, forward work for the ADM-i, ASM-i and the ASM-im includes simulations of μg exercise 

to investigate more about resistance exercise on the ARED aboard the ISS. The current models are very largely 

limited to 1g results for several reasons. First, the data used to develop the models is from a 1g environment instead 

of μg. In μg, the forces produced by the body segments are solely dependent upon the body's active acceleration. In 

1g, forces produced by the body segments are the sum of body acceleration plus the constant acceleration of the 

earth's gravitational pull. Second, since the current models simulate 1g exercise, the VIS has been deactivated in the 

ARED model. In μg, the VIS will likely affect the kinematics of all exercises when compared with their 1g 

counterpart.  Furthermore, kinematics would also likely change with the different distribution of the load in 1g 

versus μg. Collection of kinematic data in a μg environment is strongly recommended to increase the fidelity of the 

biomechanics model when extended to μg applications. While 3-D kinematic data is ideal, 2-D kinematic data may 

be sufficient for certain exercises. Escamilla et al. found no statistically significant differences in kinematics for the 

conventional deadlift when comparing 2-D to 3-D kinematic analyses, but did find significant differences in sumo 

deadlift [13].  Therefore, the DAP will work to establish a data sharing agreement with the future planned ARED 

kinematics flight study to obtain μg kinematic data via 3-D motion capture system and ARED GRF data. The DAP 

will also perform 2-D kinematic analysis using on-orbit video recordings of crew exercise sessions to increase the 

fidelity of the model. Fully quantitative sensitivity and uncertainly analysis will also occur for both models. Finally, 
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several manuscripts are currently in progress to present in-depth discussions of the ARED module and the three 

integrated exercise models summarized in this paper.  

Because of our models’ reliance on motion capture data, they are currently fundamentally descriptive, rather than 

predictive, in nature.  Adding predictive capability for kinematics not already motion captured (e.g., other exercises 

or varying equipment configurations) is a challenging but very necessary task that would boost the usefulness of the 

models to the NASA exercise physiology community. The methods for accomplishing this, such as the 

biomechanical analysis of animated models of desired motion profiles, are beyond the scope of this paper. 

In addition to using the ARED exercise models to inform exercise physiology research for ISS missions, the 

exercise performance measures produced from these models provide a benchmark to objectively compare and 

evaluate compact exercise device concepts targeted for deployment on exploration class mission vehicles, such as 

the MPCV [18]. More specifically, a design benchmark would include the bone loads and muscle forces generated 

during resistive exercises with future compact exercise devices must at least meet those of the ARED. This down-

selection benchmark arises from recent findings reported by Smith et al. [19] that suggest the ARED can provide 

sufficient resistance exercise loads to maintain bone mineral density and bone mass better than previous exercise 

devices. In this light, the DAP is supporting NASA’s Advanced Exercise Concepts (AEC) Project to implement 

well-validated computational models of exercises with advanced exercise device concepts to: 

 

 Compare simulation results of the exercise models with the validated ARED exercise models to 

evaluate their capability to match ARED resistance exercise capabilities 

 Provide researchers simulation analyses to gain additional insight into the efficacy of the devices for 

exercise countermeasures in bed rest and microgravity conditions 

 Provide input on device design, development, and refinement to meet mass, volume and power 

constraints 

 Provide researchers simulation tools for conducting “what-if” analyses regarding potential methods to 

optimize exercises with the devices 

 

This work is currently underway with considerations to exercise device concepts that propose to provide resistive 

loads using a flywheel/inertia, servo motor, gas spring with an eccentric overload servo motor and with a possibility 

of exoskeleton devices. The outcome of the analyses will inform the down-selection of a device concept(s) to 

advance toward a flight demonstration on the ISS. 

As a final note, our team plans to implement nearly all forward work in OpenSim (Stanford Univ., Palo Alto, 

CA) due to the removal of LifeMOD™ from the commercial marketplace. Device modeling in OpenSim is already 

underway for the AEC devices, and there are plans to translate the ARED device model into OpenSim as well. 

V. Conclusions 

Currently, the joint driven deadlift and squat biomechanical modules, and muscle driven squat biomechanics 

module have been integrated with the ARED module. While 2-D and 3-D biomechanical analysis of the deadlift 

have been published in the past, the joint torque data is limited to the sagittal plane. The ADM-i, ASM-i chart new 

territory for exercise biomechanics with joint torque data for all planes of motion for major joints from the time of 

weight liftoff to the time the weight is set back down. Furthermore, the ASM-im estimates muscle tension force data 

for the entire lower musculature. The models can inform exercise physiology questions for these two exercises in the 

ARED primarily for 1g, but may also be used for μg with caution. In addition, given the high dependence of the 

models on motion capture data from individual subjects they tend to be more descriptive rather than predictive at 

this stage of development.  It is our end goal, however to advance the this work such atht users of the models may 

also vary stance, cadence, loads and actuator strength to simulate a wide range of exercise conditions. Data from 

these models can inform adaptation models for bone and muscle to simulate effects of long-term unloading on 

performance. In future work, the credibility and usefulness of these models will be enhanced to include additional 

exercises and to include kinematic data from on-orbit exercise, thereby informing research and operations, both in-

flight and on the ground. 
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